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Today’s Thanksgiving – with school kids’ construction paper turkeys and narrative of camaraderie and cooperation between the colonists and Indigenous Americans – obscures the more tragic legacy of the ...
The first Thanksgiving is a key chapter in America’s origin story – but what happened in Virginia months later mattered much more; a commentary
Fintan O’Toole’s blend of memoir and modern history begins on Sunday, February 16, 1958, the date he was born in what now seems a vanished country. Two days ear ...
We Don’t Know Ourselves: A Personal History of Modern Ireland by Fintan O’Toole review — From dark days into a new dawn
romain veillon releases second book of abandoned places. if post-apocalyptic films and the growing popularity of urban exploration are anything to go by, there’s one question th ...
what would the world look like without us? asks photographer romain veillon
The magic trick of sawing a woman in half was first performed a century ago by P.T. Selbit, a British magician.
The Magician and the Suffragette: The Strange History of Sawing a Woman in Half
Darius Oliver co-designed Cape Wickham in Tasmania, our World No.10, and is also a writer who has published Modern Masterpieces, a book whose content needs little explanation. Having seen most of the ...
"The modern golf course I daydream most about is Lofoten"
The Grade II listed Old War Office building has been reimagined in central London. As a new destination for the city and rebranded as The OWO Residences, 85 homes are available in the Old War Office, ...
Building History: How the Old War Office was Reimagined as a New London Landmark
Dan Saladino is a journalist and broadcaster. He makes programmes about food for BBC Radio 4 and BBC World Service. His work has been recognized by the ...
Interview: Dan Saladino, author of ‘Eating to Extinction: The World’s Rarest Foods and Why We Need to Save Them’
Mao even allowed his eldest son Anying to participate in the war, despite the vehement objection of the commander. The glorification of the sacrifices made by Mao and the PVA in the state-supported ...
COMMENT: China invokes history of Korean War, CCP and Xi in battle for hearts and minds
Ten years ago, the psychologist Steven Pinker published The Better Angels of Our Nature, in which he argued that violence in almost all its forms — including war — was declining. The book was ...
Can history teach us anything about the future of war — and peace?
Whether you’re giving to the foodie, the know-it-all or the music lover, you’ll find ideas among the 73 books in our holiday gift guide ...
Gift guide: From travel to mindfulness to history, there’s a book for everyone on your list this year
The New York Times’s celebrated 1619 Project is as intriguing for the second half of its title as for the first. What is the project of this sprawling project; what are not just its principal ...
The 1619 Project started as history. Now it’s also a political program.
As the first film adaptation of JK Rowling’s blockbuster novel turns 20, Sam Moore speaks to director Chris Columbus and stars such as Fiona Shaw and Matthew Lewis about the film’s joyous yet daunting ...
‘If you recast me, I’ll f***ing kill you’: An oral history of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
On 26th November 1949, the Constituent Assembly of India adopted the Constitution of India, which came into effect from 26th January 1950.
Constitution Day 2021: History, Significance and all you need to know
The great dictator sits immobile as a buddha while his minions glide around the stage. Watching Xi Jinping through binoculars in the Great Hall of the People in ...
How Xi Jinping became the world’s most powerful man
The city is loaded with enough culture, art and cuisine to cast a wide net when it comes to attracting visitors.
Digging into Nuremberg history and culture
Pandemic travel can be challenging; so take a staycation instead, and explore the city of Chennai which wears many badges on its sleeve: seat of culture, hub of medicine — the first city of modern Ind ...
Museums, monuments and memorials: a history tour of Chennai in 48 hours
The full text of a resolution on the Communist Party’s 100-year history portrays the Chinese leader as uniquely suited to continue Mao’s revolutionary project ...
How Xi Jinping is rewriting China’s history to put himself at the center
Liverpool defender Andy Robertson has no doubt that teammate and Egyptian magician Mohamed Salah, fondly called Mo, is the best footballer in the world at this point in time. Salah is in rousing form, ...
Premier League: For Andy Robertson, Mohamed Salah is ‘best in the world’
Bruce Arena, the most successful American soccer coach in history, forges tight bonds with his teams and inspires them to fight for each other.
How did Bruce Arena become the most successful American soccer coach in history?
CHICAGO — The question isn’t who, or what, but why. Why is Rod Blagojevich? Why does Illinois' most recent disgraced ex-governor continue to make improbably interesting television, as evidenced by ...
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